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Of course, Bernie Sanders is rising. And the common thing jews do is give publicity
to their own while they pretend that they are condemning them.
Bernie Sanders has promised the stars, the moon, and all the seas in the feet of
people when he gets elected. That is a common Jewish tactic that has been
practiced on many dissatisfied and fed up people, limited not only in the US, but
also Rome, Russia and many other places.
When dissatisfaction reaches the maximum, as for example, when people no
longer have any food, instead of the Jew thinking they should solve the situation here is exactly where the Jew celebrates as the pinnacle of reaching damnation is
their tipping point to always go into the next step. In contrast to good leaders
which have their ears on top of the people and care for them in time of need, the
jew only finds the greatest manifestation in increasing poverty and damnation.
In regards to what happens when jews succeed in mass manipulation - proper
leaders do normally think of how they will achieve goals and actually make good
things happen after elections without blowing a country to bits completely. One
example here is Hitler.
Because he disproved the enemy of so many things, such as for example, that you
will go "Bankrupt" if you fix a country, or that you need "Violent revolution" to
make a country better [Jewish Communist claims here], or that "You need to kiss
ass to jews to make a country run", and numerous other myths, he broke all these
myths, and he constructed a paradise, into a phenomenon that appeared only
once in modern history.
For this "Grave sin" towards the Jew, the original inventor of sin, a war was
machinated against this regime, which showed Gentile superiority and that YES,
Gentiles can solve all their problems, and fairly easily, and fairly quickly, insofar
we have the intention to do so.
This is sort of like proving that one can get Eternal Life without kissing Rabbi
Jeboo ass. When and if people understood this was the wrong way, and this was

verified, of course, the Jews would be frantic that their hoax and mental control
programming had collapsed.
Hitler never made any deceitful promises, outright lying propaganda [eventhough that would catapult him] especially on top of a poverty and chaos ridden
people. But Hitler was caring about people, so instead of promising bullshit, he
did what he could, which was miraculous political work. Even all his enemies
tremble to see how many things he achieved and how much acclaim and iron
backing he had from people because of these attainments.
Jews work a lot like the reverse. See for example the original jewish lie: Believe in
Jeboo on the stick, and you will attain automatic salvation goy, trust us. So
convenient - perfectly fitting in the mind of the lazy slave - all they have to do is
just keep being lazy but credit their lazy faith to a new slave master now. Nothing
to meditate at or think about now - all you have to do is believe in this Rabbi, and
all your problems will be fixed. Or so says the lying contract. The reality is, that
one couldn't do more wrong to themselves than this - they ruined themselves.
Modern United States is a lot like Rome at the time of the late emperors. Exiting
the "Golden Era" of the United States of the 50's, 60's, 70's etc, now we have a
situation where many are so dissatisfied, so stupefied, and so easily swindled
because of desperation, that they will vote for just about anything that promises
them Free Stuff, limited but not included to Bernie Sanders.
Jews have successfully dissolved any reasonable voices in the Democratic party
such as Tulsi.
The Political Establishment was laughing at Sanders, but Sanders knows how to
play all the cards that the incessant brainwashing of generations has wielded as
fruits in the conscience of people. Other Democratic Jews don't like Sanders as
Sanders is hated as Trotsky hated Lenin, and as in how Stalin hated Trotsky - Jews
hate other jews naturally when there is conflicting interest. And given his jewish
brothers in arms in the United States government with their corruption,
speculation, and creation of masses that work for slavery wage, are all in
alignment, people are pretending that they are questioning why he has any rise at
all.

Well, they know why Bernie is on the rise. Trillions of dollars of debts by people
that can never be repaid, many families that live paycheck to paycheck, most
American families unable to afford emergency expenses more than 400$ dollars,
going to a hospital and having to sign your soul to some Jew to get checked or get
hospitalized, and the list goes on.
Most of these problems until now have not been addressed because the Jewish
Tribe which is the head of the American Empire, doesn't want to really pluck it's
own eyes out and increase taxation or get jews to pay anything, let alone touch
it's chosen Tribe and their wealth or anything like this. Nobody wanted to cleanse
out the stable when the Jew was speculating in 2008 on the backs of all humanity.
Jews of course aren't going to give a fuck that people cannot afford 400$
emergency costs while at the same time they are citizens of the most powerful
country on Earth.
As such the pedigree Jewish class right now assumes [and willingly ignores] that
these issues even exist. They all have a double passport to Israel anyway for when
Bernie may come in power and cause bankruptcy.
It should be understood by now that these are only their eternal methods. On one
hand, we have Jews creating a very carefully manifested situation of goyim
enslavement - when the Jew is leading. When dissatisfaction reaches a maximum,
they launch another 'Savior Jew' who promises to save everyone, and in the end,
not only ruins everyone, but swindles people twice as much as the first Jew. Then
he brings this loot for the rest of the tribe to enjoy, and the people remain
completely looted.
However herein lies the window of opportunity: The more people get jewed, the
more people will be exposed to the fact that they are being jewed. We are in a
situation where ironically, the very same things that we don't want to happen
because we care about humanity and we consider these negative, such as for
example, things like the Coronavirus or this endless swindling, are actually
catapults for what will propel us to educate and awaken even more people than
ever before.

We must not stop the enemy from making mistakes - let them continue down the
same path of jewing people. Yes, they should keep jewing people for 500$ for an
Asthma inhaler - perfectly fine. But don't people suffer, you may ask? Of course
they do, and we do not want this. But unless people feel what living under Jews
really means deeply into their consciousness, they will never really understand.
And in a democratic system, the understanding of the people is required.
Before shit hit the fan in totality, only a few wise people listened to Hitler. The
rest thought it was all bollocks, and found that caring for your country was too
"Serious" and too "Austere", ie, too much Truth in contrast to the lies they have
been corn fed, as they pleasantly were swimming in fake promises, hoaxes, and
lies. Then shit really hit the fan and the people came begging to be saved, having
lost faith totally in their previous "Saviors".
The RTR's will help so that this point of awakening doesn't come one moment
before they are all gone, but earlier. Consider for example now the Greek revolts
over their replacement under the Hajis. People were dying and getting raped for
years, properties were being looted, whole islands being culturally replaced, and
people lived in nightmares. This kept on for years. Then, however, the RTR
opened a shatter in public consciousness and people reacted. Under normal "Jew
Torah chanting" and "Xian Verse Cursing going fine as usual" circumstances, this
wouldn't have happened.
The backlash of this is that the Jew is massively afraid of the people. Even the
leftist communists decided it was time to "Fold" on the migrant situation and
agree that the borders should remain closed. These are outrageous statements
which show how much they are afraid that people are now against them.
Pretty soon enough and if they keep agitating, all these people are going to be is
just condemned obvious traitors that walk around with a huge aim behind their
ass saying "KICK OUR ASSES FOR LIFE!" for wanting to race mix and bastardize
Europe.
See for example - this is supposed to be a Minister of Interior for Finland. Now she
looks like a mid-low tier woman saying the stuff everyone is used at - allow
invaders in, kiss their ass, etc etc.

That to anyone who does an RTR, is a perfect hand-rubbing situation!
Let these landwhales and mentally ill race traitors enjoy this feast of garbage with
their invading hordes while they last, because the agitation of the deadly
European Beast will not last for long. Let them stuff their belies for a night or two
and move in front of the Great Dragon and say, "Yes, we the bitches and the
inferiors, we have conspired to defeat you!".
Let the European Beast get many punches and don't be afraid for it's survival - our
sole fear should be that it didn't get enough punches.
Let the agitation of the inferiors reach the all time highest, and the disrespect and
agitation towards the Great Dragon reach heights never seen before.
Let our great species be hit with giant rocks from every inferior, gang and looter
of the planet, until it understands it's permanent role to never sleep in slumber
again.
Every rock we receive and doesn't kill us only guarantees further that the forces
of decay will have a harder and more brutal reckoning than before.
So let them throw their little stones with their little hands. A dragon could never

die from some stones, but it might certainly wake up if the irritation becomes too
great.
Therefore, let us welcome the irritation, the stones thrown by their feeble and
sickly hands, their canned slogans about our replacement, the constant hits on
the Dragons mighty scale.
In regards to the stone throwers, let's hope they blaspheme the Great Dragon so
much, that he desires to spit as little as one breath on top of them, and all we will
be worried after this will be their ashes. Their ashes will make for great
decoration in the coming World of the Dragon!
When others see disasters, we can see opportunities. There has never been a
greater opportunity than this! Everyone would call Hitler or anyone else believing
in such "strange theories" a conspirator, a loonie, a tinfoil hatter. Now, we are in
the straight path to where people will call anyone who says Hitler wasn't correct,
a tinfoil hatter. The Truth has been reversed into lies, and now, the lies are
reversing back into their nothingness from the obvious manifestations of the
Truth.
The tipping point is being reached where people now finally get to see the
manifestation - it is our enemies who are not the tinfoil hatters for denying the
obvious reality. A very nice occasion overall! Soon, they will be the guilty, and
ever sooner, the convicts of conspiring of the death of humanity. Then, the price
of their plan will be paid.
In other words, let us do the RTR happily knowing that the situation which will
freely absolve us from the enemy in the future, is manifesting through the chaos
in front of our very eyes.
Finally, everyone can and will readily see the Jewish mission of our replacement.
An aeons and aeons long conspiracy has now been revealed, and the RTR will
reassure that it's perpetrators lose all their power.
The enemy is afraid of the swarming masses of awakening people. And pain can
be beneficial in awakening people so comfortably numb. These mentally dead

NPC's need to be slapped powerfully into reality. Just not as hard as to die within
their sleep.
Indeed, we have to be thankful they have been doing as much against the
Gentiles lately, so obviously and so without concern, and we must enjoy when the
enemy panics and they show their true colors. It's great the Jew comes and tells
the American people they want their guns. Indeed, one may say it's also great
that they are bringing cannon fodder in Europe to replace the native populations,
as the situation of "No return and no acceptance of jewish bullshit no more" is
going to eventually be reached.
The more we do spiritual warfare, the earlier it will come. We just want this to
happen earlier than the final breaking point, and insofar to that end, we have
been quite successful. This world was moving to it's end without a reaction,
without any awareness, a perfectly healthy patient unjustly dying in their sleep,
with no reactions.
The enemy has always been planning to take Gentiles out without any reaction,
so bad shit was bound to happen anyway, planned for centuries - and in far more
intensity than now. But now, not only this happens less, but this goal will not be
met, let alone, people may actually raise their head before it is too late, and with
disastrous outcomes for the enemy.
All in all that is great, pleasant and happy progress.
This may be costly in the short term [for example, yes, people may suffer], but it is
even more beneficial in the long-term, as the only long term plan to deal with the
enemy is their full exposure. The RTR's will help to all necessary ends for their rule
to be finished. Permanently.
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